Grade 6-School Supplies for 2021-2022
Listed below are the supplies that your 6th grade child will need for the 2021-22 school year.
Additional information for organizing materials will be given the ﬁrst day of school. Consumable
supplies (notebook paper, pens, pencils, erasers, etc.) will need to be replenished throughout the
year.
General Supplies:
- A single folder with two pockets
- Zipped pencil case
- A pack of 6 diﬀerent colored highlighters
- 200 count package of notebook paper (not college ruled)
- Colorful grading pens
- Blue and black pens
- #2 pencils
- IPAD with keyboard and cover (see below)
- Headphones or earbuds
- Insulated Water Bottle (labeled clearly with student's name)
- A poncho
Reading and ESW Supplies Needed:
- One (120 page) 3-subject college-ruled spiral notebook labeled Reading/ESW (It’s possible you will
need to buy a second spiral later in the year.)
Math Supplies Needed:
- Mechanical pencils ONLY and loose leaf paper
- Four (120-count) college ruled spiral notebooks with pockets labeled Math

Science Supplies Needed:
- One (100+ page) - 1 subject wide-ruled spiral notebook
Social Studies Supplies Needed:
- One 1-inch binder with pockets
- One (100+ page) spiral notebook

Technology - iPads + Keyboard Case
All 6th Grade students will receive their school managed iPad and charger on the ﬁrst day of school.
For returning students, this is the same iPad that was assigned to them previously. The school will
push all the required grade level apps to the iPads prior to the ﬁrst day of school.
We require that students provide a protective case / keyboard for each iPad. The case/keyboard
combos we highly recommend are made by either Logitech or Zagg. We recommend selecting one
of their more rugged cases to endure the daily handling and transport of the iPad. For returning
students, you may continue to use the same case/keyboard as last year. If the old one is no longer in
optimal conditions, you may consider providing a new one. You will receive more communication
regarding this and the iPad model prior to the start of the school year. Students should utilize the
same carrying bag to protect the iPad as they did in 5th grade.

**Carrying a backpack throughout the day is optional. Please remember it must ﬁt easily inside the
lockers.

